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Finance is a vastly changing world. As a result of the global financial crisis, vast
bank bailouts, the Libor scandal and Panama and Paradise Paper leaks, public
confidence in traditional banking and financial institutes has reached an alltime low. Furthermore, these institutes are facing the greatest challenge yet to
their very existence as technological advancements have enabled new players
to enter the market.
As we have identified in our finance snapshot on page 14, brick and mortar
banks are largely becoming a thing of the past as many services are being
moved online. Physical money and ATM cash machines are also becoming
less and less important in the modern era as consumers are increasingly
utilising contactless payments and digital transactions. The same can also be
said for financial services such as the currency exchange bureaux after the
emergence of travel cards and digital services, such as TransferWise, which
can frequently offer substantially better rates. Even the funds sector is being
rocked following the meteoric rise of crowdfunding, which provides investors
and entrepreneurs with an alternative option to acquiring the necessary funds
to realise their vision. Additionally, as this method of financing is consumer
driven it allows the market to dictate whether the product or service is in
demand prior to the completion of investment which helps minimise risks in a
way that traditional financing methods are not able to provide.
Given the current climate it is more important than ever before to highlight
the firms and businesses that are able to keep pace with modern consumer
demands. This can be through a continuation of service excellence or an ability
to adapt their business models and services to adhere to current trends. As
such, the Corporate LiveWire judging panel has carefully selected our worthy
award winners after having taken their key successes into consideration across
a wide range of categories from accountancy firm of the year to excellence in
project finance.
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HOW WE CHOOSE THE WINNERS

Profitability
Financial success isn’t just measured in the increase of
wealth, but in its careful management and cultivation. Highprofit rates are a strong indication of faith in an institution,
as are client retention rates, showcasing the ability for a firm
or company to succeed in pleasing their clientele. Here,
the Corporate LiveWire judging panel look for how each
company or individual helps a client to take better financial
paths which can result in higher successes and profits. These
results are not just judged on overwhelming successes, but
also on companies who are able to safeguard their client’s
wealth, or encourage investments for steady growth.
Products & Services
The wealth of financial products and services is everexpanding and with it the need for excellence in that particular
field. In the face of digital transformation, the development
of a robust suite of services – or comprehensive specialities
– is the difference between innovation and stagnation. Are
these services pace-setting or leading within their area? Are
they unique? Do they prioritise client care? These are the
important criteria the Corporate LiveWire judging panel
consider when examining each nominee, assessing the
merits of each individual or company to find out who is
helping to shape the advancement of the financial world.

Innovation
Whether in technology or service, legislation or regulation,
innovation can come in many forms and is the strong
foundation upon which success is built. The increased
prevalence of mobile banking and the development of
Open Banking System, as well as the rise of cryptocurrency,
has all determined a great shift in the priorities of banks
worldwide. The Corporate LiveWire judging panel is keen
to recognise those firms, companies and individuals that are
utilising these advances in the form of new services or better
ways of delivering existing services.
Industry Recognition
The Corporate LiveWire judging panel value a company’s
reputation within its particular industry. They will take into
consideration any evidence that the business or firm has
received professional acknowledgement – be it from national
award schemes, relevant industry publications, accredited
boards, and even client testimonials. Whilst we expect the
business or firm to have the necessary qualifications to
carry out its services, we do keep an eye out for any extra
recommendations or accredited certificates and/or training
which separates the business from the crowd. The judges
also take notice of specific individuals within a company
who may occupy impressive credentials and recognition.
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Security
The challenges facing modern financial institutions largely
relate to instances of cybercrime – including identity theft,
fraud and hacking. As the industry becomes ever more
reliant on digital databases and customer information, it
also becomes increasingly important that companies find
ways of protecting this information and identifying issues as,
when and – if possible – before they arise. The Corporate
LiveWire judging panel looks for businesses that have shown
commitment to optimising their security processes (whether
through stronger encryption software or the development
of AI/antifraud programmes), protecting consumers and
customers alike from potential risk.
Social & Environmental Impact

Complexity of work

At the most basic level, it is the expectation of the Corporate
LiveWire judging panel that a business or firm considers its
corporate social responsibility and makes a conscious effort
to treat employees and other companies with the utmost
respect. Establishing a positive working environment where
all employees are treated fairly is the key to a creating a
successful long-term business, developing a respected
reputation within the industry, and gaining loyal customers.
Ethics may require the rejection of a route that would lead
to the biggest short-term profit; however, in the long run,
it is the most necessary attribute a business must exhibit in
order to be successful and valued.

The issues facing the financial world are becoming
increasingly complex, not least in the effect digitalisation
is having upon the wider industry. As new technologies
emerge and new regulations are drawn up, it becomes vitally
important to recognise the efforts of financial professionals
and companies who devote their time to keeping-pace
with every new development in the financial world. The
Corporate LiveWire judging panel assess individuals and
companies not just on how efficient their services are, but
how their services are able to meet the niche and often
difficult challenges faced by the modern client.

Service Excellence
The importance of customer consideration in an increasingly
digital environment can never be overstated. The Corporate
LiveWire judging panel pays significant interest to the
overall performance of a company in terms of satisfying
its clientele. The judges look into what methods a business
or firm has implemented in order to achieve the highest
level of customer service, in what ways the team go above
and beyond a customer’s most basic expectations, and
how this has positively impacted the overall productivity
and reception of a company. The judges also take notice
of whether a business or firm monitors customer service
quality with the view to make improvements.
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WINNER LISTINGS

Accountancy Firm of the Year | Malaysia

Business Tax Firm of the Year | Japan

3E Accounting PLT

Deloitte Llp

Accountancy Startup of the Year | UK

Business Tax Planning Services | UK

Neptune Accountants Ltd

Enterprise Accountancy Ltd

Auditing & Consulting Group of the Year | Europe

Compliance & Business Support Services
Provider of the Year | UK

Acg Finexpertiza

The SimplyBiz Group
Best in Asset Finance | UK

Bluestone Leasing Limited

Corporate Commercial Law Firm of the year | Latvia

Valters Kronbergs Derling
Best in Commodity Trading
Investment Services | Switzerland

Future Trade AG

Digital Client Portal of the Year
- Saunderson House Online | UK

Saunderson House
Best in Data Security Legal Services | Austria

TAIYO Legal

Excellence in Business Accountancy Services | UK

Miss S Business Support Ltd
Boutique Accountancy Firm | UK

Jane Maynard Ltd

Excellence in Corporate Auditing Services | Czech Republic

Bdo
Boutique Law Firm of the Year | Spain

Swan Partners

Excellence in Cost Estimating Solutions | UK

Nomitech
Boutique Legal Advisory Firm of the Year | Hong Kong

iTrust

Excellence in Project Finance | USA

STAR Finance Group
Boutique Tax Law Firm | Australia

Steps Law

Excellence in Tax Advice Services | Venezuela

Mendoza Delgado labrador Y Asociados
Business Insurance Provider of the Year | UAE

Oman Insurance Company

Excellence in Transfer Pricing Services | Taiwan

EY
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Family Wealth Management Firm of the Year | Germany

Offshoring Company of the Year | Philippines

Kontora Family Office GmbH

Yempo

Finance Education Professional of the Year | Hong Kong

Project Finance Law Firm | Peru

Leung Man Kwong

Rodrigo Elías & Medrano

Financial Advisory Firm | Australia

Real Estate Investment Firm of the Year | USA

Adams Capital

Breakform RE

Financial Research & Consultancy Firm of the Year | USA

Real Estate Lawyer | UK

Kehrer Bielan Research & Consulting

Simmons & Simmons

Fund Manager of the Year | Luxembourg

Tax Advisory Firm of the Year | Kuwait

Carlisle Management Company

EY

IP Law Firm | Japan

Tax Consultancy Services of the Year 2018 | Chile

TMI Associates

EY

Legal Professional of the Year | Australia

Tax Law Firm | Egypt

Andrea Michaels - NDA Law

Uhy Khaled Elfakhrani & Co

Mid-Market Corporate Finance Firm of the Year | UK

Transfer Pricing Advisory Firm of the Year | Ecuador

Capstan Capital

EY
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GERMANY

FAMILY WEALTH MANAGEMENT FIRM OF THE YEAR

Kontora Family Office GmbH
www.kontora.com
+49 40 3290 888
contact@kontora.com

The Corporate LiveWire judging
panel was impressed by how
diligently the German firm has
worked to improve its services
and professional capabilities in
this time, crafting complex asset
structures which can build upon
an individual’s expectations
and aspirations.

Matters of family and wealth are seldom simple, but Kontora Family Office
GmBh (“Kontora”) enables clients to rest assured that their wealth is being
carefully managed by leading professionals. Kontora is a family wealth
management firm based out of Germany, offering bespoke financial services
which can simplify the often complex monetary issues which can arise from
positions of affluence.
Recognising the value of maintaining robust relationships with each client,
Kontora carefully crafts their services around the needs of each individual.
This requires the firm to not only draw upon past experience but to forge
a direct understanding of the requirements and complexity of each case.
Transparency is a key factor in Kontora’s interactions with their clients,
serving as the cornerstone of a professional relationship which promotes
mutual respect for the best possible results. By tailoring their advice to each
individual client and developing innovative asset strategies, Kontora is able
to help each client understand and optimise their wealth. In addition, this
support comes objectively and loyally, in minor and major decisions.
Kontora doesn’t just measure wealth via assets, monetary values or
ownership. The company go to great lengths to understand what ‘wealth’
actually means to each client, upholding and protecting these values to
offer a service which is more personalised than mere financial management.
The company serve a wide variety of clients, from entrepreneurs and heirs
to foundations and families, providing the same service excellence to each
that ensures these assets are well-managed. These services allow clients to
protect and keep their assets, but also improve and increase where possible,
generating results via a special understanding of markets and mechanics.
Established over a decade ago, Kontora has been able to yield positive
results for their clients which ably prove their understanding of the craft.
The Corporate LiveWire judging panel was impressed by how diligently
the German firm has worked to improve its services and professional
capabilities in this time, crafting complex asset structures which can build
upon an individual’s expectations and aspirations. The company execute
their services on a targeted basis, offering their services only where desired
and tailoring each solution to meet the specific needs of that client or
requirement. This tailored and specialised service has yielded strong
results for each client, making Kontora a boon to the international financial
management community.
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